Abstract. We improve previous results obtained for networks of evolutionary processors with elementary polarizations −1, 0, 1 by showing that only the very small number of seven processors is needed to obtain computational completeness. In the case of not requiring a special output node even only five processors are shown to be sufficient.
Introduction
Networks of evolutionary processors (NEPs) consist of cells (processors) each of them allowing for specific operations on strings. Computations in such a network consist of alternatingly performing two steps -an evolution step where in each cell all possible operations on all strings currently present in the cell are performed, and a communication step in which strings are sent from one cell to another cell provided specific conditions are fulfilled. Examples of such conditions are (output and input) filters which have to be passed, and these (output and input) filters can be specific types of regular languages or permitting and forbidden context conditions. The set of strings obtained as results of computations by the NEP is defined as the set of objects which appear in some distinguished node in the course of a computation. In networks of evolutionary processors with polarizations each symbol has assigned a fixed integer value; the polarization of a string is computed according to a given evaluation function, and in the communication step copies of strings are moved to all cells having the same polarization. As in [12] , in this paper we only consider the elementary polarizations −1, 0, 1 for the symbols as well as for the cells.
Seen from a biological point of view, networks of evolutionary processors are a collection of cells communicating via membrane channels which makes them to be seen as tissue-like P systems (see [11] ) considered in the area of membrane computing (see [14] ); as in membrane computing, the computations are carried out in a parallel and synchronized way in all cells The operations considered for the processors (cells) in networks of evolutionary processors usually are the point mutations insertion, deletion, and substitution, well-known from biology as operations on DNA.
Networks of Evolutionary Processors (NEPs) were introduced in [7, 8] as a model of string processing devices distributed over a graph, with the processors carrying out the operations insertion, deletion, and substitution. NEPs with a very small number of nodes are very powerful computational devices: already with two nodes, they are as powerful as Turing machines, e.g., see [3, 4] . For a survey of the main results regarding NEPs the interested reader is referred to [10] .
In hybrid networks of evolutionary processors (HNEPs), each language processor performs only one of these operations on a certain position of the strings. Furthermore, the filters are defined by some variants of random-context conditions, i.e., they check the presence and the absence of certain symbols in the strings. For an overview on HNEPs and the so far known best results, we refer the reader to [1] .
Networks of polarized evolutionary processors were considered in [6] (a new version of that paper is going to appear, [5] ), and networks of evolutionary processors with elementary polarizations −1, 0, 1 were investigated in [12] . In this paper we consider the same model of networks of evolutionary processors with elementary polarizations −1, 0, 1 as in [12] , yet we considerably improve the number of processors (cells) needed to obtain computational completeness from 35 to 7, which makes these results already comparable with those obtained in [1] for hybrid networks of evolutionary processors using permitting and forbidden contexts as filters for the communication of strings between cells.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we give the definitions of the model of a network of evolutionary processors with elementary polarizations −1, 0, 1 (NePEP for short) and of the variant of a circular Post machine we are going to simulate by the NePEP. In Sect. 3 we show our main result proving that any circular Post machine can be simulated by an NePEP with only seven processors (cells), and in the case of not requiring a special output processor even only five processors are needed. A summary of the results and an outlook to future research conclude the paper.
Prerequisites
We start by recalling some basic notions of formal language theory. An alphabet is a non-empty finite set. A finite sequence of symbols from an alphabet V is called a string over V . The set of all strings over V is denoted by V * ; the empty string is denoted by λ; moreover, we define V + = V * \ {λ}. The length of a string x is denoted by |x|, and by |x| a we denote the number of occurrences of a letter a in a string x. For a string x, alph(x) denotes the smallest alphabet Σ such that x ∈ Σ * . For more details of formal language theory the reader is referred to the monographs and handbooks in this area, such as [15] .
We only remark that in this paper, string rewriting systems as Turing machines, Post systems, etc. are called computationally complete if these systems are able to compute any partial recursive relation R on strings over any alphabet U . Computational completeness in the usual sense with respect to acceptance and generation directly follows from this general kind of computational completeness; for more details we refer to [1] . The definitions of the succeeding subsections are mainly taken from [1, 12] .
Insertion, Deletion, and Substitution
For an alphabet V , let a → b be a rewriting rule with a, b ∈ V ∪ {λ}, and ab ̸ = λ; we call such a rule a substitution rule if both a and b are different from λ; such a rule is called a deletion rule if a ̸ = λ and b = λ, and it is called an insertion rule if a = λ and b ̸ = λ. The set of all substitution rules, deletion rules, and insertion rules over an alphabet V is denoted by Sub V , Del V , and Ins V , respectively.
Given such rules π ≡ a → b ∈ Sub V , ρ ≡ a → λ ∈ Del V , and σ ≡ λ → a ∈ Ins V as well as a string w ∈ V * , we define the following actions of π, ρ, and σ on w:
The symbol α ∈ { * , l, r} denotes the mode of applying a substitution, insertion or deletion rule to a string, namely, at any position (α = * ), on the left-hand end (α = l), or on the right-hand end (α = r) of the string, respectively.
For any rule β, β ∈ {π, ρ, σ}, any mode α ∈ { * , l, r}, and any L ⊆ V * , we define the α-action of β on L by β α (L) = w∈L β α (w). For a given finite set of rules M , we define the α-action of M on a string w and on a language
, respectively. In the following, substitutions will only be used at arbitrary positions, i.e., with α = * , which will be omitted in the description of the rule.
Post Systems and Circular Post Machines
The left and right insertion, deletion, and substitution rules defined in the preceding subsection are special cases of string rewriting rules only working at the ends of a string; they can be seen as restricted variants of Post rewriting rules as already introduced by Post in [13] : for a simple Post rewriting rule Π s ≡ u$x → y$v, where u, v, x, y ∈ V * , for an alphabet V , we define
A normal Post rewriting rule π n ≡ $x → y$ is a special case of a simple Post rewriting rule u$x → y$v with u = v = λ (we also assume xy ̸ = λ); this normal Post rewriting rule $x → y$ is the mirror version of the normal form rules u$ → $v as originally considered in [13] for Post canonical systems; yet this variant has already been used several times for proving specific results in the area of membrane computing, e.g., see [9] . A Post system of type X is a construct (V, T, A, P ) where V is a (finite) set of symbols, T ⊆ V is a set of terminal symbols, A ∈ V * is the axiom, and P is a finite set of Post rewriting rules of type X; for example, X can mean simple or normal Post rewriting rules. In both cases it is folklore that these Post systems of type X are computationally complete.
The basic idea of the computational completeness proofs for Post systems is the "rotate-and-simulate"-technique, i.e., the string is rotated until the string x to be rewritten appears on the right-hand side, where it can be erased and replaced by the string y on the left-hand side, which in total can be accomplished by the rule $x → y$. By rules of the form $a → a$ for each symbol a the string can be rotated. In order to indicate the beginning of the string in all its rotated versions, a special symbol B (different from all others) is used; B is to be erased at the end of a successful computation.
Circular Post machines are machine-like variants of Post systems using specific variants of simple Post rewriting rules; the variant of CPM 5 we use in this paper was investigated in [2] .
where Σ is a finite alphabet, T ⊆ Σ is the set of terminal symbols, Q is the set of states, q 1 ∈ Q is the initial state, q 0 ∈ Q is the only terminal state, and R is a set of simple Post rewriting rules of the following types (we use the notation
• px$ → q$ ( deletion rule) with p ∈ Q ′ , q ∈ Q, x ∈ Σ; we also write px → q and, for any w ∈ Σ * , the corresponding computation step is pxw px→q −→ qw; • p$ → q$y ( insertion rule) with p ∈ Q ′ , q ∈ Q, y ∈ Σ; we also write p → yq and, for any w ∈ Σ * , the corresponding computation step is pw p→yq −→ qwy.
The CPM5 is called deterministic if for any two deletion rules px → q 1 and px → q 2 we have q 1 = q 2 and for any two insertion rules p → q 1 y 1 and p → q 2 y 2 we have q 1 y 1 = q 2 y 2 .
The name circular Post machine comes up from the idea of interpreting the machines to work on circular strings where both deletion and insertion rules have local effects, as for circular strings the effect of the insertion rule p$ → q$y is the same as the effect of p → yq directly applied to a circular string, which also justifies writing p$ → q$y as p → yq.
For a given input string w, w ∈ T * , the CPM5 M starts with q 1 w and applies rules from R until it eventually reaches a configuration q 0 v for some v ∈ T * ; in this case we say that (w, v) is in the relation computed by M .
-for every p ∈ Q 1 and every x ∈ Σ, there is exactly one instruction of the form px → q, i.e., Q 1 is the set of states for deletion rules; -for every insertion rule p → yq we have p ∈ Q 2 , i.e., Q 2 is the set of states for insertion rules, and moreover, if p → y 1 q 1 and p → y 2 q 2 are two different rules in R, then y 1 = y 2 .
Theorem 1 (see [2] ). CPM5s in normal form are computationally complete.
Networks of Evolutionary Processors with Elementary Polarizations
Definition 3. A polarized evolutionary processor over V is a triple (M, α, π) where -M is a set of substitution, deletion or insertion rules over the alphabet
; -α gives the action mode of the rules of the node; -π ∈ {−1, 0, +1} is the polarization of the node (negative, neutral, positive).
The set M represents the set of evolutionary rules of the processor. It is important to note that a processor is "specialized" in one type of evolutionary operation only as in HNEPs. The set of evolutionary processors over V is denoted by EP V .
Definition 4.
A network of polarized evolutionary processors (NPEP for short) is a 7-tuple Γ = (V, T, H, R, ϕ, n in , n out ) where -V is the alphabet of the network; -T is the input/output alphabet, T ⊆ V ; T ⊆ V ; -H = (X H , E H ) is an undirected graph (without loops) with the set of vertices (nodes) X H and the set of (undirected) edges E H ; H is called the underlying communication graph of the network; -R : X H −→ EP V is a mapping which with each node x ∈ X H associates the polarized evolutionary processor R(x) = (M x , α x , π x ); -ϕ is an evaluation function from V * into the set of integers; -n in , n out ∈ X H are the input and the output node, respectively.
The number of nodes in X H , card(X H ), is called the size of Γ . If the evaluation mapping ϕ takes values in the set {−1, 0, 1} only, the network is said to be with elementary polarization of symbols (an NePEP for short).
A configuration of an NPEP Γ , as defined above, is a mapping C : X H −→ 2 V * which associates a set of strings over V with each node x of the graph. A component C(x) of a configuration C is the set of strings that can be found in the node x of this configuration, hence, a configuration can be considered as a list of the sets of strings which are present in the nodes of the network at a given moment.
A computation of Γ consists of alternatingly applying an evolutionary step and a communication step. When changing by an evolutionary step, each component C(x) of the configuration C is changed in accordance with the set of evolutionary rules M x associated with the node x thus yielding the new configuration C ′ , and we write C =⇒ C ′ if and only if
In a communication step, each node processor x ∈ X H sends out copies of all its strings, but keeping a local copy of the strings having the same polarization to that of x only, to all the node processors connected to x, and receives a copy of each word sent by any node processor connected with x providing that it has the same polarization as that of x, thus yielding the new configuration C ′ from configuration C, and we write C ⊢ C ′ ,
for all x ∈ X H . Here sign(m) is the sign function which returns +1, 0, −1, provided that m is a positive integer, is 0, or is a negative integer, respectively. Note that all strings with a different polarization than that of x are expelled. Further, each expelled word from a node x that cannot enter any node connected to x is lost.
In the following, we will only use the evaluation function ϕ with ϕ(λ) = 0 and ϕ(aw) = ϕ(a) + ϕ(w) for all a ∈ V and w ∈ V * , i.e., the value a string is the sum of the values of the symbols contained in it; we write ϕ s for this function.
Given an input word w ∈ T * , the initial configuration C 0 of Γ for w is defined by C As results we take all terminal strings appearing in the output cell n out during a computation of Γ . In fact, in [1] this variant was called with terminal extraction. On the other hand, we may require a special output where only the terminal strings appear, which we will consider as the standard variant.
Main Result
In this section we now show our main result how a given CPM5 can be simulated by an NePEP (with terminal extraction) with only 7 (5) cells provided that for a given input string w ∈ T * we start with the initial string q 1 w in the input cell, where q 1 is the initial state of the CPM5. In order to start with the input string w directly we would have to add two more nodes to carry out this initial procedure of adding the initial state q 1 .
Theorem 2. For any CPM5 M = (Σ, T, Q, q 1 , q 0 , R) in normal form there exists a standard NePEP with only seven cells Γ = (V, T, H, R, φ s , i 1 , i 0 ) being able to simulate the computations of M .
Proof. Let n = |T |, m = |Q|, 0 ≤ i ≤ m and 0 ≤ k ≤ n. We define
The evaluation φ s for the symbols in V corresponds to the superscript of the symbol, i.e., for α z ∈ V with z ∈ {+, 0, −} we define φ s (α 0 ) = 0, φ s (α + ) = +1, φ s (α − ) = −1, and, moreover, for a ∈ T , we take φ s (a) = 0. The communication graph H consists of the set of nodes {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and of the following set of undirected edges: {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {1, 5}, {4, 5}, {4, 6}, {6, 7}}.
Node 1 is the input and node 7 is the output node.
For the seven nodes i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 7, the corresponding evolutionary processors N (i) are defined as follows:
α(1) = α(3) = α(4) = α(7) = * , α(2) = r and α(5) = α(6) = l. π(1) = π(7) = 0, π(2) = π(4) = π(5) = − and π(3) = π(6) = +. For the types of rules in the rule sets
, and M 7 = ∅, i.e., M 7 could be assumed to be any type of rules.
Processor 1 has polarization (charge) 0 and uses substitution rules to contribute to the simulation of insertion and deletion rules of M : Processor 3 has polarization (charge) +1 and uses substitution rules to contribute to the simulation of insertion and deletion rules of M : The configuration of M is represented as q s w, s ≥ 0, where q s is the current state. Suppose that q s → q j a k is the associated instruction. Then the following evolution is performed in Γ (for readability, we omit the superscripts (charges) of the symbols):
As in the classical rotate-and-simulate method, A 0 is appended to the string and then the indices of q k,j (respectively A 0 ) are decreased (respectively increased) simultaneously. When the first index of q k,j reaches zero, its initial value is stored as an index of A k , allowing to produce the right symbol a k afterwards.
The instruction q s a k → q j is simulated in the following way:
Here the state symbol q s is replaced by D s and the first symbol a k by A 0,k . Then in a loop the index of D decreases, while the first index of A increases. At the end of this loop the string D 0 A s,k w is obtained, hence the information about the state s has been transferred to the symbol A, so it now encodes the state and the current symbol of the machine M . Based on this information, the new state q j is chosen. Finally, symbol D 0 is transformed to symbol ε, which is further deleted.
We remark that it could be possible that another symbol from the string is transformed to A 0,k (not necessarily the first one). In this case the computation will not yield a valid result because the state symbol will not be present in the first position and the corresponding symbol ε will never be erased, see [1] for more details. Now we explain the simulation in more details. We start with the remark that in each step only one symbol of a string w can be changed (by substitution, insertion or deletion) yielding w ′ . This implies that |φ(w) − φ(w ′ )| ≤ 2. In many cases this allows us to predict the change in the polarization (and thus the communication to another node), based on the above difference and the current node polarization.
Assume that the string q 0 s w is present in node 1. First, we suppose that there is an instruction q s → q j a k in M . Then, only the rule 1.1 is applicable, producing the string q − k,j w. Since the initial string had neutral polarization, this rule application changes the polarization of the string to negative and during the communication step this string is sent to nodes 2, 4 and 5. In node 5 there is no rule applicable to this string, so it will never exit this node. In node 4, rule 4.1 can be applied several times, but this will further decrease the value of the string, which will remain negative, so it will never be able to get out of nodes 4 and 5.
In node 2 the insertion rule 2.1 is applied yielding q − k,j wA + 0 . Clearly, this string has a neutral polarization, so it will return back to node 1. Next, we discuss the evolution of strings of form q − k−t,j wA + t , 0 ≤ t ≤ k − 2 in node 1:
During first two steps only rules 1.2 and 3.1 are applicable (and they change the polarization of the string). Next, rules 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 are applicable. It can be easily seen that if 1.3 is applied yielding the string q So, rule 1.5 has to be applied. Next, there is a choice between the application of 1.3 and 1.4. In case of the application of 1.4, either 3.4 or 3.2 is applicable. The first application yields to the case discussed before, while the second application produces the following evolution not yielding any result:
So, on the fourth step rule 1.3 should be applied. Then the only applicable rule is 3.2. Now, if rule 1.6 is not applied, then on the next step (after the application of 1.2) no more rules will be applicable to the corresponding string in node 3. Hence, the procedure described above permits to evolve the string q We remark that if rule 3.4 is applied instead of 3.3, then corresponding string cannot evolve. This concludes the discussion of the simulation of the rule q s → q j a k of M . Now consider that there is an instruction q s a k → q j in M to be simulated. Then, only rule 1.7 is applicable, producing the string X − s w. Since the initial string had neutral polarization, this rule application changes the polarization of the string to negative and during the communication step this string is sent to the nodes 2, 4 and 5. In node 5 there is no rule applicable to this string, so it will never exit this node. In node 2, rule 2.1 can be applied yielding X ′ which further goes to node 1. In the other case, the corresponding string will always be negative. Now let us consider the evolution of strings of type
Using the same technique as in the case above the decrement of the index of D and the increment of the index of A is performed, with the rules 1.8, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11, 2.5, and 2.6 now having a similar function as the rules 1.2, 1.5, 1.3, 1.6, 2.1, and 2.2. Hence, we obtain:
It can easily be verified that the few possible variations of the computation above (not using rule 1.9 or using 1.12 instead of 1.9) immediately yield strings that cannot evolve anymore. Hence, we obtain that from D Finally, we show how a terminal string is obtained as a result. We can assume that the last instruction of M is an instruction of type q s a k → q 0 . Then rule 4.4 produces the word q + 0 w ′ , which being positive is sent to node 6, where rule 6.1 is applied producing a neutral string w ′ , which further arrives in node 7. Proof. The assertion can be easily proved by deleting nodes 6 and 7 from the previous construction, as well as by adding the rule q 0 0 → ε − to processor 1.
Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper we have improved the number of cells necessary to obtain computational completeness with networks of polarized evolutionary processors with elementary polarizations −1, 0, 1 of symbols to seven. In the case of not requiring a special output node and just taking all terminal strings as results even only five nodes have been shown to be sufficient. The construction given in this paper, like the previous ones for networks of polarized evolutionary processors makes intensive use of the control given by the structure of the communication graph. On the other hand, in [1] the results were obtained for several specific regular graph structures as complete graphs, starlike and even linear graphs. Hence, an interesting question for future research arises when asking for the ingredients and the number of cells needed to obtain computational completeness for variants of networks of polarized evolutionary processors based on such specific graph structures. Finally, we also may look for reducing the number seven (five for the case of terminal extraction) of cells needed to obtain computational completeness with networks of polarized evolutionary processors with elementary polarizations −1, 0, 1 of symbols.
